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Abstract

Although deep convolutional networks have achieved improved performance in1

many natural language tasks, they have been treated as black boxes because they are2

difficult to interpret. Especially, little is known about how they represent language3

in their intermediate layers. In an attempt to understand the representations of4

deep convolutional networks trained on language tasks, we show that individual5

units are selectively responsive to specific morphemes, words, and phrases, rather6

than responding to arbitrary and uninterpretable patterns. In order to quantitatively7

analyze such intriguing phenomenon, we propose a concept alignment method8

based on how units respond to replicated text. We conduct analyses with different9

architectures on multiple datasets for classification and translation tasks and provide10

new insights into how deep models understand natural language.11

1 Introduction12

Understanding and interpreting how deep neural networks process natural language is a crucial and13

challenging problem. While deep neural networks have achieved state-of-the-art performances in14

neural machine translation (NMT) [20, 4, 8, 22], sentiment classification tasks [24, 5] and many15

more, the sequence of non-linear transformations makes it difficult for users to make sense of any16

part of the whole model. Because of their lack of interpretability, deep models are often regarded17

as hard to debug and unreliable for deployment, not to mention that they also prevent the user from18

learning about how to make better decisions based on the model’s outputs.19

An important research direction toward interpretable deep networks is to understand what their hidden20

representations learn and how they encode informative factors when solving the target task. Among21

them, studies including Bau et al. [2], Fong & Vedaldi [7], Olah et al. [16, 17] have researched on22

what information is captured by individual or multiple units in visual representations learned for23

image recognition tasks. These studies showed that some of the individual units are selectively24

responsive to specific visual concepts, as opposed to getting activated in an uninterpretable manner.25

By analyzing individual units of deep networks, not only were they able to obtain more fine-grained26

insights about the representations than analyzing representations as a whole, but they were also27

able to find meaningful connections to various problems such as generalization of network [14] or28

generating explanations for the decision of the model [25, 17, 26].29

Since these studies of unit-level representations have mainly been conducted on models learned30

for computer vision-oriented tasks, little is known about the representation of models learned from31

natural language processing (NLP) tasks. Several studies that have previously analyzed individual32

units of natural language representations assumed that they align a predefined set of specific concepts,33

such as sentiment present in the text [18], text lengths, quotes and brackets [9]. They discovered the34

emergence of certain units that selectively activate to those specific concepts. Building upon these35
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lines of research, we consider the following question: What natural language concepts are captured36

by each unit in the representations learned from NLP tasks?37

To answer this question, we newly propose a simple but highly effective concept alignment method38

that can discover which natural language concepts are aligned to each unit in the representation. Here39

we use the term unit to refer to each channel in convolutional representation, and natural language40

concepts to refer to the grammatical units of natural language that preserve meanings; i.e. morphemes,41

words, and phrases. Our approach first identifies the most activated sentences per unit and breaks42

those sentences into these natural language concepts. It then aligns specific concepts to each unit by43

measuring activation value of replicated text that indicates how much each concept contributes to the44

unit activation. This method also allows us to systematically analyze the concepts carried by units in45

diverse settings, including depth of layers, the form of supervision, and data-specific or task-specific46

dependencies.47

The contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:48

• We show that the units of deep CNNs learned in NLP tasks could act as a natural language49

concept detector. Without any additional labeled data or re-training process, we can discover,50

for each unit of the CNN, natural language concepts including morphemes, words and51

phrases that are present in the training data.52

• We systematically analyze what information is captured by units in representation in multiple53

settings by varying network architectures, tasks, and datasets. We use VDCNN [5] for54

sentiment and topic classification tasks on Yelp Reviews, AG News [24], and DBpedia55

ontology dataset [13] and ByteNet [8] for translation tasks on Europarl [12] and News56

Commentary [21] datasets.57

2 Related Work58

2.1 Analysis of deep representations learned for NLP tasks59

Most previous work that analyzes the learned representation of NLP tasks focused on constructing60

downstream tasks that predict concepts of interest. A common approach is to measure the performance61

of a regression/classification model that predicts the concept of interest to see whether those concepts62

are encoded in representation of a input sentence. For example, Conneau et al. [6], Adi et al. [1], Zhu63

et al. [27] proposed several probing tasks to test whether the (non-)linear regression model can predict64

well the syntactic or semantic information from the representation learned on translation tasks or the65

skip-thought or word embedding vectors. Shi et al. [19], Belinkov et al. [3] constructed regression66

tasks that predict labels such as voice, tense, part-of-speech tag, and morpheme from the encoder67

representation of the learned model in translation task.68

Compared with previous work, our contributions can be summarized as follows. (1) By identifying69

the role of the individual units, rather than analyzing the representation as a whole, we provide more70

fine-grained understanding of how the representations encode informative factors in training data.71

(2) Rather than limiting the linguistic features within the representation to be discovered, we focus72

on covering concepts of fundamental building blocks of natural language (morphemes, words, and73

phrases) present in the training data, providing more flexible interpretation results without relying on74

a predefined set of concepts. (3) Our concept alignment method does not need any additional labeled75

data or re-training process, so it can always provide deterministic interpretation results using only the76

training data.77

3 Approach78

We focus on convolutional neural networks (CNNs), particularly their character-level variants. CNNs79

have shown great success on various natural language applications, including translation, language80

modeling, and sentence classification [8, 10, 24, 5]. Compared to deep architectures based on fully81

connected layers, CNNs are natural candidates for unit-level analysis because their channel-level82

representations are reported to work as templates for detecting concepts [2].83

Our approach for aligning natural language concepts to units is summarized as follows. We first train a84

CNN model for each natural language task and retrieve training sentences that highly activate specific85
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Dataset Task Model # of Layers # of Units
AG News Ontology Classification VDCNN 4 [64, 128, 256, 512]
DBpedia Topic Classification VDCNN 4 [64, 128, 256, 512]

Yelp Review Polarity Classification VDCNN 4 [64, 128, 256, 512]
WMT17’ EN-DE Translation ByteNet 15 [1024] for all
WMT14’ EN-FR Translation ByteNet 15 [1024] for all
WMT14’ EN-CS Translation ByteNet 15 [1024] for all

EN-DE Europarl-v7 Translation ByteNet 15 [1024] for all
Table 1: Datasets and model descriptions used in our analysis.

units. Interestingly, we discover morphemes, words, and phrases that appear dominantly within these86

retrieved sentences, implying that those concepts have a significant impact on the activation value87

of the unit. Then, we find a set of concepts which attribute a lot to the unit activation by measuring88

activation value of each replicated candidate concept, and align them to unit.89

3.1 The Model and The Task90

We analyze representations learned on three classification and four translation datasets shown in91

Table 1. Training details for each dataset are available in Appendix ??. We then focus on the92

representations in each encoder layer of ByteNet and convolutional layer of VDCNN, because as Mou93

et al. [15] pointed out, the representation of the decoder (the output layer in the case of classification)94

is specialized for predicting the output of the target task rather than for learning the semantics of the95

input text.96

3.2 Top K Activated Sentences Per Unit97

Once we train a CNN model for a given task, we feed again all sentences in the training data to the98

CNN and measure the activation in the unit of interest. The dimension of sentence representation is99

l × d, where l is the length of the activation map and d is the number of units per layer. That is, the100

activation of each of d units is l-dimensional. For each unit, we retrieve top K training sentences101

with the highest mean activation over the l entries of the vector. Interestingly, some natural language102

patterns such as morphemes, words, phrases frequently appear in the retrieved sentences, implying103

that those concepts might have a large attribution to the activation value of that unit.104

3.3 Concept Alignment with Replicated Text105

We propose a simple approach for identifying the concepts as follows. For constructing candidate106

concepts, we parse each of top K sentences with a constituency parser [11]. Within the constituency-107

based parse tree, we define candidate concepts as all terminal and non-terminal nodes (e.g. from108

sentence John hit the balls, we obtain candidate concepts as {John, hit, the, balls, the balls, hit the109

balls, John hit the balls}). We also break each word into morphemes using a morphological analysis110

tool [23] and add them to candidate concepts (e.g. from word balls, we obtain morphemes {ball,111

s}). We repeat this process for every top K sentence and build a set of candidate concepts for unit u,112

which is denoted as Cu = {c1, ..., cN}, where N is the number of candidate concepts of the unit.113

Next, we measure how each candidate concept attributes to the unit’s activation value. We create a114

synthetic sentence by replicating each candidate concept so that its length is identical to the average115

length of all training sentences (e.g. candidate concept the ball is replicated as the ball the ball116

the ball...). Replicated sentences are denoted as R = {r1, ..., rN}, and each rn ∈ R is forwarded117

to CNN, and their activation value of unit u is measured as au(rn) ∈ R , which is averaged over118

l entries. Finally, the degree of alignment (DoA) between a candidate concept cn and a unit u is119

defined as follows:120

DoAu,cn = au(rn) (1)

In short, the DoA measures the extent to which unit u’s activation is sensitive to the presence of121

candidate concept cn. If a candidate concept cn appears in the top K sentences and unit’s activation122

value au is responsive to cn a lot, then DoAu,cn gets large, suggesting that candidate concept cn is123

strongly aligned to unit u.124
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Figure 1: Mean and variance of selectivity values over all units in representation learned for each
dataset. Sentences including the concepts that our alignment method discovers always activate units
significantly more than random sentences. See section 4.1 for details.

Finally, for each unit u, we define a set of its aligned concepts C∗u = {c∗1, ..., c∗M} as M candidate125

concepts with the largest DoA values in Cu. Depending on how we set M , we can detect different126

numbers of concepts per unit. In this experiments, we set M to 3.127

4 Experiments128

4.1 Evaluation of concept alignment129

To quantitatively evaluate how well our approach aligns concepts, we measure how selectively130

each unit responds to the aligned concept. Motivated by Morcos et al. [14], we define the concept131

selectivity of a unit u, to which a set of concepts C∗u that our alignment method detects, as follows:132

Selu =
µ+ − µ−

maxs∈S au(s)−mins∈S au(s)
(2)

where S denotes all sentences in training set, and µ+ = 1
|S+|

∑
s∈S+ au(s) is the average value of133

unit activation when forwarding a set of sentences S+, which is defined as one of the following:134

• replicate: S+ contains the sentences created by replicating each concept in C∗u. As before,135

the sentence length is set as the average length of all training sentences for fair comparison.136

• inclusion: S+ contains the training sentences that include at least one concept in C∗u.137

• random: S+ contains randomly sampled sentences from the training data.138

In contrast, µ− = 1
|S−|

∑
s∈S− au(s) is the average value of unit activation when forwarding S−,139

which consists of sentences that do not include any concept in C∗u.140

Intuitively, if unit u’s activation is highly sensitive to C∗u (i.e. those found by our alignment method)141

and if it is not to other factors, then Selu gets large; otherwise, Selu is near 0.142

Figure 1 shows the mean and variance of selectivity values for all units learned in each dataset for143

the three S+ categories. Consistent with our intuition, in all datasets, the mean selectivity of the144

replicate set is the highest with a significant margin, that of inclusion set is the runner-up, and that of145

the random set is the lowest. These results support our claim that our method is successful to align146

concepts in which the unit responds selectively.147

4.2 Concept Alignment of Units148

Figure 2 shows examples of the top K sentences and the aligned concepts that are discovered by149

our method, for selected units. For each unit, we find the top K = 10 sentences that activate the150

most in the several encoding layer of ByteNet and VDCNN, and select some of them (only up to151

five sentences are shown due to space constraints). We observe that some patterns appear frequently152

within the top K sentences. For example, in the top K sentences that activate unit 124 of 0th layer153

of ByteNet, the concepts of ‘(’, ‘)’, ‘-’ appear in common, while the concepts of soft, software, wi154

appear frequently in the sentences for unit 19 of 1st layer of VDCNN. These results qualitatively155

show that individual units are selectively responsive to specific natural language concepts.156

More interestingly, we discover that many units could capture specific meanings or syntactic roles157

beyond superficial, low-level patterns. For example, unit 690 of the 14th layer in ByteNet captures158

(what, who, where) concepts, all of which play the similar grammatical role. On the other hand, unit159

224 of the 14th layer in ByteNet and unit 53 of the 0th layer in VDCNN each captures semantically160
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• This is the first time, it is the first exercise.
• These, however, are just the first steps.
• This ought to be the first step forward.
• That will be just the first step.
• We can already see the first results.

Layer 14, Unit 360: the first step, first, be the first step

• That is not the subject of this communication.
• That is the purpose of this communication.
• I would like to ask the Commissioner for a reply.
• This is impossible without increasing efficiency.
• Will we be able to achieve this, Commissioner?

Layer 06, Unit 396: of this communication, will, 
communication

• qualcomm has inked a licensing agreement with Microsoft
• peoplesoft wants its customers to get aggressive with 

software upgrades to increase efficiency.
• provide its customers with access to wi-fi hotspots around 

the world.
• realnetworks altered the software for market-leading ipod.
• apple lost one war to microsoft by not licensing its mac…

Layer01, Unit 19: soft, software, [#]wi
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d
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• Are you sure you are aware of our full potential?
• They know that and we know that.
• I am sure you will understand.
• I am sure you will do this.
• I am confident that we will find a solution.

Layer14, Unit 224: sure, know, aware

Layer14, Unit 690: what, who, where

• Who gets what, how much and when?
• On what basis, when and how?
• Then we need to ask: where do we start?
• However, what should we do at this point?
• What I am wondering now is: where are they?

Layer00, Unit 124: [#]( ,  [#]) ,  [#]-

• [COM(2001) 24 - C5-0527/2001 - 2001/2207(COS)]
• Exemptions will follow a two-stage procedure.
• Such exceptions were completely inappropriate.
• (Exchange of views with microphones switched off)
• [COM(2001) 1 - C5-0007/2001 - 2001/0005(COD)]')

• google has a new one for the labs - google suggest
• google has released google desktop search, …
• google shares jumped 18% in their  stock market debut…
• web search leader google inc. unveiled google scholar…
• new york (reuters) - stocks moving on thursday:…

Layer01, Unit 33: stock, google, stocks

• one of the best restaurants and the best meat in town…
• friendly service sweet tomatoes is a great place.
• the margaritas are fantastic, the service was great…
• love love love this place!...
• paul is a great chef & manager,…

Layer03, Unit 477: a great place, the best meat, is a great place

• very disappointing.  ordered a vegetarian entrée,…
• what the hell did i pay for?...
• the absolute worst place i have ever done business with!
• the is by far the worst restaurant i have ever been to…
• this place is a rip off!...

Layer03, Unit 244: very disappointing, absolute worst place

Layer00, Unit 53: [#]1999, [#]1969, [#]1992

• 19 august 1918 – 26 december 1999…
• victor hernández cruz (born february 6 1949) is a puerto

rican poet who in 1969 became the..
• vicki schneider (born august 12 1957) is a republican 

member…

(a) Translation (ByteNet) (b) Classification (VDCNN)
Figure 2: Examples of top activated sentences and aligned concepts for some units in the several
encoding layers of ByteNet and VDCNN. For each unit, aligned concept and it’s presence in top K
sentences are painted by the same color. [#] symbol denotes morpheme concept. See section 4.2 for
details.

similar concepts, with the ByteNet unit detecting the meaning of certainty in knowledge (sure, know,161

aware) and the VDCNN unit detecting years (1999, 1969, 1992). This suggests that, although we train162

character-level CNNs with feeding sentences as the form of discrete symbols (i.e. character indices),163

individual units could capture natural language concepts sharing similar semantic or grammatical164

role.165

We note that there are units that detect concepts more abstract than just morphemes, words, or phrases,166

and for these units our method tends to align relevant lower-level concepts. For example, in units 477167

and 244 of the 3rd layer in VDCNN, while each aligned concept emerges only once in the top K168

sentences, all top K sentences have similar nuances like positive and negative sentiments. In these169

cases, our method does capture relevant phrase-level concepts (e.g., very disappointing, absolute170

worst place), indicating that the higher-level nuance (e.g., negativity) is indirectly captured.171

We also note that, because the number of morphemes, words and phrases present in training corpus is172

usually much greater than the number of units per layer, we do not expect to always align any natural173

language concepts in the corpus to one of the units. Our approach thus tends to find concepts that are174

considered as more important than others for solving the target task.175

Overall, these results suggest how input sentences are represented in the hidden representation of the176

CNN as follows:177
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• Several units in the CNN learned on NLP tasks respond selectively to specific natural178

language concepts, rather than getting activated in an uninterpretable way. This means that179

these units can serve as detectors for specific natural language concepts.180

• There are units capturing syntactically or semantically related concepts, suggesting that181

they model the meaning or grammatical role shared between those concepts, as opposed to182

superficially modeling each natural language symbol.183

5 Conclusion184

We proposed a simple but highly effective concept alignment method for character-level CNNs to185

confirm that each unit of the hidden layers serves as detectors of natural language concepts. Using186

this method, we analyzed the characteristics of units with multiple datasets on classification and187

translation tasks.188
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